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That recent resurgence in the Marvel Versus series did a lot
of good. Someone at Capcom must have gotten the memo
because two of the more popular entries in the series were
combined for a stellar package. Find out just how much we
liked the duo team attack of Marvel vs. Capcom and Marvel
Super Heroes.

The standard bearer of the racing genre is one of the
more realistic attempts to bring road excellence to a
video game. See if we loved the classic racer’s road test
results.

U.S. history through games
We hope you were paying attention in history class
back in high school. Some important stuff happened in
American history, and our map shows the devil in the
details, whether it’s dealing with organized crime or the
American Revolution.
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We take a look at the BPM Analyzer and Open Office, the main
competition to Microsoft Office these days. We’ll tell you if they’re
worth messing around with for play or pay.
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There’s a million cliches floating around in romantic comedy
anime, and sometimes, Toradora isn’t really different. But what sets
it apart from the pack is characters that you learn to care about.

This quarter, we’re up to Nidoran (female)/Nidorina/Nidoqueen
and Nidoran (male)/Nidorino/Nidoking. They’re some of the few
Pokémon that are implicitly stated to have a gender in the original
150 characters. Find out if they’re worth catching or if they should
be left to roam the wide-open Kanto region.
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GI REVIEW POLICY
Scale is from 1 to 5 as follows:
1 — Broken. Absolutely do not play this game. A broken mess
from start to finish. Game is unplayable and irredeemable in all
areas.
2 — Substandard. The game isn’t for everyone. Some mechanics work; others need work. Overall design is questionable in
some areas.
3 — Average and meets expectations. Mechanics work
and it’s a decent package overall. It’s playable, and you’ll come
back to the game.
4 — Above average. Exceeds expectations. Overall, a great
game worth keeping in a gamer’s library. Presentation and mechanics all work as expected and add to or enhance the gaming
experience.
5 — Masterpiece. Everyone should play this title at least once
to experience what it has to offer.

staff

editorial
Time may have passed, but
Crazy Taxi remains crazy fun

I

t’s probably laughable, but I still
love Crazy Taxi. Yes, I know it’s
a 13-year-old game that was
released for a ridiculously defunct
system. But the game has its merits, and it makes me laugh. There aren’t
that many games from that time period that can boast those credentials.
I started playing Crazy Taxi because
I was bored and its simplistic goal of
getting from point A to point B while
making money intrigued me. I had
nothing else better to do, and I wanted
to learn how a Dreamcast worked. It
turns out I fell in love. The game was
silly but it held a type of thrill that I
didn’t think was in too many other
games at the time.
I decided around the beginning of
2001 to actually buy my own Dreamcast since I was bumming games off
my then-boyfriend. Crazy Taxi, Capcom vs. SNK and Marvel vs. Capcom 2
were my original games, and I believe I

Lyndsey Hicks

CRY OF WAR
played Crazy Taxi the most of the three
since I couldn’t play it very well at the
arcade. That’s the rub, though: As well
as I played it at home, playing it in the
arcade using a standup cabinet was a
no-go. And, I think that to date I may
have played an actual cabinet version
three times.
And, no matter how I or my DC ages
(12 years on March 30, 2013!), I still can
hook up my console and play a few
runs through either map in the game

and appreciate jumping off the hills of
San Francisco as if it were the first time
that I picked up a DC controller. I still
remember the fun times I had running around in the game, laughing at
the atrocious voice acting and hilarious moments of passengers jumping
out of my cab during particularly bad
playthroughs.
In the spirit of bad playthroughs, GI
is chronicling one of our favorite titles
with a blowout of the maps, characters
and play tips. We may not be as expert
as some of the Sega World Championship players of 2000, but trust us, when
it comes to Crazy Taxi, we are experts
at making money with crazy driving.
Lyndsey Hicks is editor in chief of
Gaming Insurrection. She can be reached
by email at
editor@gaminginsurrection.com

BLAST FROM THE PAST
To read our review of the game, turn to
page 8, or read issue No. 6
at GamingInsurrection.com

editorial

classic

focus
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CLASSIC FOCUS
By Lyndsey Hicks

Gaming Insurrection

The Offspring told you to pack up your shotgun, but if you
were like millions of Sega fans, you probably packed in your
VMU and probably a steering wheel, just so that you could
randomly dash around a simulated San Francisco near the
turn of the century.
Crazy Taxi wasn’t flashy in its premise or spectacular in
its graphics; it just managed to be addictive and fun. The
enjoyment to be had from running around picking up some
of the rudest passengers to have ever been digitally born was
palpable to driving around your own city or on the freeway
(Pro tip: Stay away from those if you want to make any kind
of dent in a decent Crazy high score), minus the pretty likely
injury, mayhem and death that would ensue. Crazy Taxi had

4

that perfect balance of crazy driving with very little rules
and a decent pickup system that encouraged exploration yet
provided a linear experience at the same time. All of this was
happening while listening to “that” set of songs from the
Offspring and Bad Religion.
This quarter, GI is reliving 1999 and 2000 with a special
look at the originator of the “crazy driving” genre. We’ve got
tips for the Original and Arcade maps, a thorough crack at the
Crazy Box challenges, an explanation of the soundtrack and
even video of a short runthrough of the Original mode. Also,
relive a bit of GI’s more recent past with an updated review of
the game from our Second Quarter 2009 issue.
With the recent release of the original game for Xbox Live,
the memories of hitting up Wave and Beach, the FILA shop
and Tower Records are still fresh in mind. It’s time to crazy
hop back into Crazy Taxi.

CRAZY CONTENTS
* Drivers/mechanics...........................................................................................5
* Arcade map......................................................................................................6
* Original map....................................................................................................7
* Crazy Box explanation......................................................................................8
* Our previous review.........................................................................................8
* Beat.Trip.Game.................................................................................................9
* Editor’s take on Crazy Taxi................................................................................9
* Crazy Taxi codes..............................................................................................10
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CRAZY DRIVERS
Good speed
Good traction

MOVES AND
TECHNIQUES
Crazy Dash: Tap drive and the accelerator at the same time. If you do it correctly, you’ll get a serious boost and hear the
engine rev up.
Crazy Backdash: Do a Crazy Dash with the reverse while stopped and hit the gas.
Crazy Stop: Tap reverse and brake at the same time. The car will come to a stop immediately.

AXEL

Crazy Drift: A basic powerslide. Hit reverse then shift into drive while turning the wheel.
Crazy Jump: Jump off a platform of any type and you will get credit for the jump in a combo.

Fast speed
Poor traction

B.D. JOE

GENA

Great acceleration,
braking
Poor head-on
collision

Great traction
Poor top speed

GUS
NOTE: Using the Crazy Bike negates these attributes. The
bike has properties of its own such as excellent traction and
speed. However, the Crazy Drift sticking technique is
sacrificed.
feature

Limit Cut: At max speed, press reverse+drive+accelerator at the same time. You’ll get a special boost beyond the top speed
of the car.
Crazy Turn: Press Drive and Reverse and the direction in which you want to turn to quickly reverse the car’s direction.
Crazy Through: Pass cars (or trains!) very closely. These will add up in combos along with Crazy Jumps and Drifts.

GAME MECHANICS

FARE COLORING: All approachable fares in the game are
given a specific color, which determines how much time
you have to drop them off, their distance to their destination in relation to your current location and their base pay
rate when you first pick them up. Learning how to pick the
best fares is a key to success.

Red: Extremely close to your current location, but least
amount of money.
Orange: Close to your current location, but more money
than red fares.
Yellow: Not very close your current location, but more
money than orange fares.
Light Green: Far away from your current location, and
the money is pretty good.
Green: Extremely far away from your current location,
and the money is the best. You will receive a large amount
of time to complete these, sometimes as much as 99
seconds.
SPEED RANKINGS: Getting where you’re going in the
game is the ultimate goal. There are several benefits to
getting a fare to their destination with a good rating: You
get paid if you drop them off and the faster you get them
to their destination, the more you get paid. This increases
your score and, if you’re playing under arcade rules, adds
time to your game clock to continue your score. In essence, the more people you successfully pick up and drop
off with good rankings, the more you’re going to make and
the longer you’re going to play.

Speedy: The best ranking you can get. It’s generally green
in color. Under arcade rules, this adds +5 seconds to your
time.
Normal: You weren’t speedy but you weren’t bad, either.
It’s yellow. Under arcade rules, this adds +2 seconds to
your time.
Slow: You reached the destination a little too late. The
customer timer will probably be low in this case. It’s usually red. Under arcade rules, you receive no bonus time but
you still get paid.
Bad: You didn’t make it to the destination. The customer
will jump out of the car and you don’t get paid. This is a
bad way to waste precious time in the game. Its color is
purple.
SCORE RANKINGS: So, you’ve reached the end of your
game. You’ll receive a score based on the total amount of
money earned.
No Money: You didn’t pick up a single fare or deliver one
successfully.
$.01 to $999.99 = E license
$1,000 to $1,999.99 = D license
$2,000 to $2,999.99 = C license
$3,000 to $3,999.99 = B license
$4,000 to $4,999.99 = A license
$5,000 to $9,999.99 = S license
$10,000 to $19,999.99 = Awesome license
$20,000 and up = Crazy license
5

ARCADE MAP — CRAZY TAXI

DOWNTOWN AREA
POLICE STATION

R.B. STATION

MALL WEST & NORTH GATES

HELIPORT

BASEBALL STADIUM
OSMOUS HOTEL

TOWER RECORDS & KFC

PARKING GARAGE

CROWN ARENA

ORIGINAL LEVI’S STORE
BUS TERMINAL
UNIV. OF S.C.G.P.

CHURCH

SQUARE PARK

PIZZA HUT

FILA

LOOKOUT TOWER
SAIL & FRESHTREE ST.

POPCORN MANIA
CAFETERIA
FIRE STATION

TENNIS COURTS
CABLE CAR STOP TOP
YACHT HARBOR

SEA SIDE MARKET
CABLE CAR STOP BOTTOM
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WEST SIDE BEACH

feature

ORIGINAL MAP — CRAZY TAXI

MILLENIUM TOWER
POLICE STATION

LANDING PIER

CAFETERIA

SQUARE BANK
LIGHTHOUSE

KINGS PARK
MARINE PLAZA
CAMPSITE SUBWAY
CAMPING STATION

USED CAR SHOP

W. CENTRAL STATION

S. PARKING STATION

WAVE AND BEACH
E. VILLAGE STATION

KFC

BIG HILLS PARK

TOWER RECORDS

FILA

FIRE STATION

ORIGINAL LEVI’S STORE

MARINE MUSEUM

PIZZA HUT

SMITH CLUB

THE DOWNTOWN QUADRAPLEX

feature
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CRAZY BOX

1.1 Crazy Jump: You’ll have to Crazy Dash down the
ramp and make the jump past the final line. You should
also probably Limit Cut.

your fares without causing them to run off before jumping in the car. Also, the time limit is imperative here; pay
attention and avoid collisions.

1.2 Crazy Flag: Immediately Crazy Turn and then
Crazy Dash to the flag.

3.3 Crazy Pole: Make it to each pole without scaring
off fares. Crazy Drifting and Stopping is important here.

1.3 Crazy Balloons: You can Crazy Drift into the balloons to pop them. You need to pop 20 to complete the
challenge.
1.S Crazy Bowling: Utilize the Crazy Dash and Crazy
Drift to knock down the pins to score strikes. You really
can’t miss a pin here, and if you do, you might as well
restart.
2.1 Crazy Drift: Complete Crazy Drifts to ramp up
your combos to 15. If you’re good, it can take about
three or four Drifts to get the full combo.
2.2 Crazy Turn: Crazy Dash and Drift to get the goal in
the allotted time.
2.3 Crazy Bound: Crazy Dash and Jump and follow
the arrows.
2.S Crazy Zigzag: This requires a bunch of Crazy
Stops, and it’s one of the hardest mini-games. Try not to
fall in the water but get the customer to their destination.
3.1 Crazy Rush: There are five customers that have
specific destinations. Make good use of the Crazy Dash
and Crazy Turns here.
3.2 Crazy Jam: Within in traffic, learn to park close to
8

3.S Crazy Zigzag 2: This combines the first Crazy
Zigzag and multiple fares. It’s still just as hard. Crazy
Stops are your friends here.
S.1 Crazy Through: This is extremely easy and helps
master Crazy Throughs in the normal game. Our advice
is to do a Crazy Turn at the beginning and drive in the
other direction. It’s much easier to get the combo you
need by driving into oncoming traffic. If you don’t get the
30 combo by the time you get to the bumpy part of the
road, start over because you won’t get enough combos
in time.
S.2 Crazy Parking: Get up the parking garage levels
with Crazy Dashes and Crazy Drifts. Make sure to avoid
the cars.
S.3 Crazy Party: This implements Crazy Rush and
Crazy Jam with seven customers.
S.S Crazy Attack: Using the Arcade map, you have
to make a full circle within four minutes. There are no
arrows or destination marks so learning the map is
probably the best chance you have. Also, make good use
of all of skills in the other Crazy Box challenges. You
will not succeed without them.

Crazy Taxi a wild ride
Editor’s note: This review first appeared in
issue No. 6 (2Q2009)

By Lyndsey Hicks

Gaming Insurrection

Two of Gaming Insurrection’s
staff were 18 and 19 when Crazy
Taxi first hit the scene in 1999. It
combined addictive fast gameplay
and good music to make something that still stands as one of
the best adventure racing games
ever made. Eight years after I first
bought it, I’m still playing it, which
means a lot.
Crazy Taxi first caught my eye
at the home of GI staffer Marcus
Barnes. I didn’t have a Dreamcast
at the time, but the game looked
interesting so I decided to try it.
Playing for the first time, I didn’t
really understand what the game
was all about, but I quickly caught
on. I refined my gameplay and
even tried the sit-down and standup arcade versions. It was at home
with my own copy that I fell in love
with Sega’s fun masterpiece.
The first thing about Crazy Taxi
that comes to mind is the gameplay. Something as simple as
driving around a city picking up
fares and dropping them off in a
set time easily becomes addictive.
Driving around the Arcade and
Original cities are a treat. After mastering the game I sat down with a
Gameshark and made it so that I
could just drive around the city and
explore certain areas that I couldn’t
while playing a normal game. The
attention paid to game mechanics is unbelievable. Crazy drifting,
dashing and stopping are integral

parts of the game and learning
them isn’t hard. Mastering them,
however, takes work.
The graphics, for their time,
weren’t bad. There is some serious
draw-in but it’s not as if it wasn’t
already there since the game is
almost a direct port of the arcade
version. Aside from a few graphical glitches, the game isn’t horrible
looking. It could just use some
sprucing up to have made it top
notch. The music is OK as well. It’s
decent music and it fits the overall
tone of the game but it does get a
little repetitive. Really, you’ll notice
this only if you play it for long periods of time. I have played the game
so much that I recognize the cycle
of songs easily, and I find myself
singing along out of habit.
What Crazy Taxi manages to do is
pull everything together to make
the game work. It excels in bang
for your buck, sheer fun and playability.
Everything else is just pedestrian
when you consider that this is just
a game about driving around and
making as much money as possible. If you focus on making money
and let everything else go, you too
can score more than $37,000 in
one sitting. I did.
feature

CRAZY MUSIC

Memories made with practice

I

’ll never forget where I was the
first time I learned about Crazy
Taxi.
I was sitting in the bedroom of
former GI associate editor Marcus
Barnes, and I’d just picked up a Dreamcast controller for the first time. I was
18 years old, a freshman in college and
eager to get my hands on the system
after covering the Japanese launch for
our high school newspaper. I had no
idea what Crazy Taxi was, how it was
played or even the goal of the game.
Marcus explained the details soon
enough: All I needed to do was pick up
a customer and get them from point A
to point B on the map really fast. The
rest would come naturally as I learned
the controls.
There were a few bumps in the
beginning: I couldn’t deal with the
default set of controls, so I switched
to the second option; I didn’t like the
arcade map, so I jumped over to Original; and I didn’t understand the timing
of how to Crazy Dash or Drift. But with
a little practice, I started catching on
beyond the initial simplistic draw. In
January 2000, I started at five customers under arcade rules with the equivalent of five minutes of play time and

Lyndsey Hicks

EDITOR’S TAKE
$5,000 in cash earned.
By June, I was playing well past two
hours at a time with a Crazy rating and
$26,000 in cash earned. I bought the
game on March 30, 2001, as one of the
first titles I purchased with my Dreamcast. Within three months, I promptly
set a new record of $35,000 that still
stands today on my ranking screen. My
name may have changed twice since
then but the fact that I can roll with
the best of them when it comes to
Crazy Taxi still stands.
I don’t know what it was about Crazy
Taxi that caused me to play the game
obsessively at the time. In February
2000, I read a feature in Electronic
Gaming Monthly that followed the

game extensively and focused on
the appeal of the game, wondering if
there’d be more in the series’ future.
Time proved that correct in some
mixed ways, but the core appeal of
the game has stuck around. It was a
killer title for the Dreamcast, one that
needed to be in every owner’s library
and one that made its way eventually
into my own. For a time, I even had
two copies. And today, even though
the game doesn’t hold up as well as
it could have because of licensing
issues and graphical quality, the game
remains fun. Every once in a while I get
the urge to tool around the Original
map, though I’m not as agile as I used
to be. I tend to stick to 10-minute playthrough bursts but, sometimes, that
old magic of my peak pokes through.
Then, I reminisce through my records
and look at the time I magically pulled
off $37,000 as my top score. And I
remember that I was once a crazy, cool
driver with nothing but time behind
the wheel and places to go.
Lyndsey Hicks is editor in chief of
Gaming Insurrection. She can be reached
by email at
editor@gaminginsurrection.com

CRAZY TAXI CLASSIC PLAY

Watch a playthrough of the Original mode at GamingInsurrection.com
feature

Ska drives Crazy
Taxi soundtrack

T

he game wasn’t so much
about driving as it was running around making money
to an awesome soundtrack. If
you’ve played any extended amount
of Crazy Taxi, you learned the bands
behind the rolling hills of San
Francisco (let’s face it, that’s where
you were), and you learned to love
or hate the songs that went with it.
The soundtrack was never officially
released but if you’re savvy, you
know who made what and where it
was used in Sega’s addictive fourwheeled dash for cash.
Intro screen and menus: “Change
the World” by the Offspring. This
incorporates just the opening drum
on infinite loop.
Character select: “Hear It” by Bad
Religion from the album No Substance. The intro is on infinite loop.
During the game, the songs cycle
through indefinitely as long as you’re
playing. The loop is:
1. “All I Want” by the Offspring from
the album Ixnay on the Hombre
2. “Them and Us” by Bad Religion
from the album The Gray Race
3. “Way Down the Line” by The Offspring from the album Ixnay on the
Hombre
4. “Ten in 2010” by Bad Religion from
the album The Gray Race
If you receive at least an S ranking,
you’ll get the credits. The song used

Lyndsey Hicks

BEAT.TRIP.GAME
there is “Inner Logic” by Bad Religion. If you’re lucky enough to get a
chance to enter your name, “Change
the World” will play with the guitar
section added.
Personally, after years of playthroughs that started at only five
customers and now can reach 100,
I find that the less I hear of the
soundtrack, the better. But if I have
to play it once, I’m going with “Way
Down the Line,” “Ten in 2010” and
“Change the World.”
If you can track down the original songs to get the full Crazy Taxi
experience, by all means, do it. The
soundtrack is going to bring back
memories of crazy jumping, crazy
dashing and crazy driving at the turn
of the century.
Lyndsey Hicks is editor in chief of
Gaming Insurrection
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CRAZY CODES

Note: You must have a second controller plugged in Port C
with a controller plugged in Port A to do these codes.
Expert mode
L+R+START on Port A when driver select screen is loading
No Arrows
R+START on Port A when driver select screen is loading
No destination marks
L+START on Port A when driver select screen is loading
Pedestrian view
START+B on Port C during gameplay
Speedometer
START+X, X, X, X, and X on Port C during gameplay

Taxi Bike
L+R, L+R, L+R, and A on driver select screen or beat all of the
Crazy Box challenges
Different starting point, new fare locations: The
words Another Day will appear at the bottom-left of the
screen. This mode will change a few things in the game.
Press the R button at the character selection screen and then
press R a second time and hold it down while you select your
cabby.
GameShark codes

$9999.99 per passenger
54F7BBC1
000F423F
Infinite Game Time
B0163B33
0000173E
Infinite Passenger Time
63CB6AFF
00000589
Box complete/enable bike
945806D8
0000FFFF

Must Be On
22C5F54A
00000002

Expert mode
7BC59F99
00000001
C3ABAB63
00000001

$99999.99 cash
DF684261
0098967F

CRAZY TIPS

With my peak in 2001 with a score of $37,056.14 in Original
mode using arcade rules, I consider myself an expert even
though I haven’t particularly mastered all of the skills the game
has to offer. But over the years, I’ve managed to amass some tips
for getting to that next level in Crazy Taxi play.

Avoid the downtown area and the freeway: On both
maps, if you can help it, stay away from the downtown section of
the map or traveling on the freeways. They may look enticing but
they’re more trouble than they are worth, especially in Original.
In Arcade, in order to get to the other side of the city, you don’t
particularly have a choice in whether to take the freeway because
it’s a connector.
Drive into traffic: The best way to get Crazy Throughs, especially on the “cash cow routes” is to drive into oncoming traffic.
There’s more skill involved but it’s easier than trying to go with
the flow of traffic.
Hang onto walls: When you Crazy Drift for the first time in
a play session, you can hang on the walls to rack up far more
10

combos than just normal drifting. Also, in the Original mode
there is a glitch that can cause an extremely high Crazy Jump
near Wave and Beach. Use it to your advantage.
Set a goal of dollars per minute: The easy way to do this
is to play under the different minute settings (three, five or 10
minutes). If you can make $1,000 per minute, you’ve reached a
new level in skill.
Learn the techniques: The most useful moves in the game
are the Crazy Turn (to turn around quickly), the Crazy Dash (to
boost yourself constantly) and the Crazy Drift. These three are
probably the easiest and most important to getting high scores.
I seldom use the Limit Cut though it’s probably more useful than
these three combined.
Learn the maps: Memorizing the maps is extremely important.
Once you know where everything is, you can start to develop
shortcuts that will tremendously save time. Also, ignore the arrow in Original mode. It will frequently tell you to go the longest
route available, but not necessarily the best one. — Lyndsey Hicks
feature
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Spider-Man and the X-Men
in Arcade’s Revenge, 23
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L.A. Noire
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Relive the 1940s while working
up the police ladder. Sounds
like a premise straight out of a
mystery novel, doesn’t it?
game of the quarter

Final Fantasy IV

14

One of the more popular entries
in the long-running role-playing
series gets the makeover treatment once again for the DS.

15

Marvel vs. Capcom Origins

If you didn’t know about the Marvel Versus series, now’s a good
chance to get acquainted with the
good boys and girls of MvC.

16
Resident Evil 6
With zombie outbreaks the happening thing these days, is this
the end of Resident Evil as we
know it?

MK Arcade Kollection

17

Like Marvel vs. Capcom Origins,
if you weren’t around the arcades
in the early ’90s, this is a crash
course in all things Mortal Kombat.
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ready, set, begin!

Developer: Team Bondi, Release: 2011

Daniel Gibbs / Gaming Insurrection

L.A. NOIRE

Crimefighting has never been this
gritty and dark
By Daniel Gibbs

Gaming Insurrection

Just a few years ago, America took its
place on the world stage after emerging victorious against the Axis Powers
in what the Brits called the Second
World War. It was a time of growth and
prosperity.
In the city of Los Angeles, the
outlook on life was especially grand.
A city where opportunists can
make their way. A city
where dreamers can accomplish the grandest
feats. A city where
pioneers can build
the future.
But not all opportunities are honest.
Not all dreams are legal.
And, some pioneers have
plans to build a very dark future.
The year is 1947. The name is Cole
Phelps. The city is the City of Angels.
After fighting against threats to American safety in the Pacific, he’s returned
home to fight against threats to
American safety in his own backyard.
This is the world you find yourself in
within L.A. Noire.
As Phelps, it is your duty to serve and
protect the citizenry of the city. L.A.
Noire, published in 2011 by Rockstar
Games, gave players a chance to
step into a world that looks more like
Dragnet than the usual Grand Theft
Auto fare.

Rather than tearing through the
streets killing, robbing and committing all sorts of other criminal activity
(then there’s the stuff you do outside
of the missions), you actually have to
investigate crime scenes, interrogate
suspects and chase down criminals.
Starting off as a beat cop, you solve
four cases that serve as the tutorial of
sorts. In these cases, you will be taught
how to search for evidence, question
witnesses and other basics of game
play. After a stellar performance in these early cases,
Phelps is promoted to
detective.
From there, players
are taken across several
different divisions of the
LAPD (Vice, Homicide,
etc.) in an attempt to do
their part to clean up the
streets.
Similar to episodes of the Law and
Order franchise, cases start off with an
opening cut scene where the crime in
question happens. Next, we see the
briefing room where the captain gives
the basic lowdown of the latest crime
and sends you off to make the arrest.
But the arrest won’t just fall into your
lap.
Your first task at the scene is searching for clues. The search could reveal
evidence that will lead you to the
responsible party sooner rather than
later. Also, in most cases, you will have
the opportunity to talk to a witness.

SCORE:
4 OUT
OF 5
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Paying attention to their testimonies
could unravel a vital clue. But even
when you get your hands on a suspect
it won’t be a slam dunk.
After capturing a suspect, you must
still get a confession out of them. The
confession will come from how you
respond to what your suspect says.
When they give an answer, you have
the option to believe what they say,
doubt what they say, or accuse them
of lying. Your response can mean the
difference between breaking a suspect
or letting a suspect go that may have
been guilty. Once the crime is solved,
it is on to the next case.
To me, the presentation of the cases
is done in a way that motivates the
player to not want to run around town
looking for trouble to get into but to
stay on task and bring the criminal to
justice. One of the early cases involves
an underage girl who was raped by
a movie producer. After finding her
ripped underwear at the scene, having
to question her at the hospital, and
chasing her rapist through an abandoned movie set, I wanted to take this
guy down and take him down hard.
The cases are engaging and don’t
feel like you’re just trying to finish
the game and get to the end credits;
they feel like individual attempts at
bring justice to those who have been
wronged.

In addition to the
gameplay, the music
is phenomenal. Comprised mainly of jazz, the
soundtrack was definitely
meant to invoke the late
1940s. I highly recommend the track “Torched
Song,” as it sounds like
something right out of
one of those old lounge
clubs you see in movies
taking place in that time.
But don’t think that its
all slow serenades and
trumpet blowing. When
the pace picks up and it’s
time for action the composers more than deliver
in that regard.
But even a game as great as this one
is not perfect.
The cases feel like attempts at bringing criminals to justice and that holds
for the most part. However, sometimes, just sometimes, things do feel
a bit repetitive. But, thankfully, the
repetition is kept to a minimum.
During your investigations, there are
times where you have to engage in a
bit of fisticuffs. While the controls are
spot on for the majority of the game, it
seems that there are times when they
don’t seem to respond properly, resulting in pressing a button but getting no

action. It doesn’t ruin the game but it
can make things frustrating at times.
What is the verdict, though?
Even with the hits the game takes in
fight controls and repetition, the look,
feel and experience that the game provides (for even more nostalgia there
is an option to play the game in black
and white, just like the old movies)
more than outweigh those negatives.
There are not a lot of detective games
out there — especially major titles
like this — making this one that much
more interesting.
Being a little over a year old now, L.A.
Noire has dropped quite a bit in price,
making it well worth picking up.
ready, set, begin!

Developer: Namco, Release: 2012

TEKKEN TAG TOURNAMENT 2

Find a partner and tag up again
By William Harrison
Gaming Insurrection

So, I may be slightly biased on
this one, but I have to look at things
objectively. As a fighting enthusiast,
I do prefer some things more than
others and as such, it seems that I
am very particular since I have been
playing Tekken since the beginning. I’m not saying that
it makes me an expert
or anything, because
there are people way
better than me. With
that being said, it’s
time for the rumble
in the Tekken Tag
jungle part deuce!
So, once again, the
Mishima Zaibatsu has issued a
call to all fighters for their newest
King of Iron Fist Tag Tournament to
make for an exciting new brand of ...
butt-kickery (is that a word? Editor’s
note: It is now). Whatever, it works.
The guys and gals at Namco/Bandai
have decided to bring back an addition to the Tag series that originally
came around for the PlayStation 2 as
a late-year launch title. At the time,
it left several critics with jaws firmly
left on the floor. But that was then
and this, my friends, is the now.
Seeing as though Tekken Tag took
most of its content from the most
recent Tekken at the time (Tekken 3),
there was little to improve upon.
Tag throws and specialty teams
made the game a lot more fun and
the way to improve as a whole. Well,
it took three and a half more Tekkens
and a bit of tweaking until we got

everything we were told we would
get in Tekken Tag 2, from the return
of some favorites to a few new additions and a few questions answered.
There is also a new game mechanic
added in with the bound or ground
bounce introduced in Tekken 6. The
added a tag bound is a cool new addition but seems a bit pointless. The
tag bound allows your partner to
come in and get an additional
hit to keep the combo going with the first partner.
I have just begun
experimenting with it,
so I may post a video
update with some tips
and pointers.
There isn’t too much
more to say about Tekken Tag 2
other than it was worth the wait. They
cleaned up some of the little glitches
and the auto guard that seemed impossible to get past. But, all in all, it’s
a great game, and unlike some other
games, the reason why it’s still around
is because it doesn’t cater to lazy
people who you see doing the same
combo repeatedly; it rewards your
efforts spent in training and learning
on your own.
That’s why we Tekken fighters love
it, because instead of locking down
buttons or automatically ending your
combo for you, Tekken rewards your
combo creation ability by giving you
more offense.
If you don’t know what I mean, then
come to the ATL sometime and ask the
Tekken players there. When they stop
laughing at you, go back to playing
Street Fighter.

SCORE:
4.5 OUT
OF 5

ready, set, begin!

Photos courtesy of GameSpot.com
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Developer: Matrix Software, Release: 2008

FINAL FANTASY IV

The fourth fantasy faithfully retold
By Daniel Gibbs

Gaming Insurrection

Birthed from womb of Dragon’s maw
And borne unto the stars
By light and darkness cast aloft
Are dreamtide oaths resworn
Moon is swathed in ever-light
Ne’er again to know eclipse
Earth, with hallow’d bounty reconciled
Yet fleeting is the reverie
When moon from shadow
has egressed
Guided forth anew by light
made
manifest

SCORE:
3.5 OUT
OF 5

Two bound by ties of blood
By Time and Fate when wrest
apart
Unto lunar light and Gaian breast

The Mysidian legend. A prophecy
that tells of a coming evil. A prophecy
that tells of a chosen warrior that will
rise to defeat this coming evil.
A prophecy that you have probably
already fulfilled before.
Like many of the early titles in the
long-running RPG series, the fourth
entry of Final Fantasy has been
released for several systems (including the SNES — under the name Final
Fantasy II — the Sony PlayStation and
the Game Boy Advance). For the most
14

part, the story doesn’t change,with
exception of the translation of specific lines of text. Under such circumstances, I’d recommend that if you’ve
already played one of the previous
forms of this game you can pass on
this Nintendo DS version. But that may
not be the case.
Of course, you will still take on
the role of Cecil the Dark Knight as
he tries to reconcile his
personal morals and
ethics with his king’s
order to collect the
crystals at any cost.
But there are a few
differences in this
version of the Square
classic.
As with most remakes,
this new version of FF IV has a
few full motion videos added. If you
recall, back in the day before video
sequences were even possible, key
scenes were usually just done with a
text conversation between characters. Thanks to ever-evolving technology, these important moments are
now presented in video with voice
acting. This may not seem like much
but it does add a little extra emotion
and emphasis to those scenes.
Anyone who played though the
past iterations of FFIV probably recalls
how easy it was. After going through
once, you pretty much had it all fig-

Photos courtesy of Gamefaqs.com

ured out and could replay it without
dying more than once or twice. That is
not the case here. Apparently, Matrix
Software saw fit to crank the difficulty
up a few notches. Not only do enemies have new attack patterns and

higher stats, but also some of them
even have new attacks they didn’t
have in the past. Let me warn you
now: The Dark Elf at the end of the
Magnetic Cave doesn’t play around
this time.

The most notable difference has to
be the introduction of the Augment
system. Augmenting allows for characters to equip skills and abilities to
enhance their effectiveness in battle.
Not only are there augments like Auto
Potion — which causes a character
to automatically use a potion when
they take damage — but also there
are augments that allow a character
to take on abilities that are unique to
other characters.
For example, Edward is the only
character who can use the skill Hide,
which allows a character to hide off
screen and take no damage. With the
Hide augment, you would be able
to give that skill to one other person
because an augment can only be used
one time, on one character. Imagine
Rosa using Hide to duck off screen
while still being able to fire arrows
during a fight.
In addition to a Game Plus mode
and mini-games with rewards that
can be utilized in the main game,
there is plenty to offer in this latest
incarnation.
But should you buy it (again)?
As I said, FFIV has been released
several times over the years, which
increases the likelihood that you have
played it before.
If, by chance, you have not played
it before, I would say yes just so that
you can experience a classic RPG. If
you have played it before, then it will
come down to the new features that
are included in the DS version.
The higher difficulty, the augment
system and the addition of video sequences give this old favorite enough
new polish to make it a worthy pick.
ready, set, begin!

Developer: Capcom/Iron Galaxy Studios, Release: 2012

MARVEL VS. CAPCOM ORIGINS

A fine collection of duo team attacks
By Lyndsey Hicks

Gaming Insurrection

There are those of us who love
games and comic books, and then
there’s those of us who love the Versus
fighting game series. I’m firmly in the
camp that loves the Versus series with
passion. Some games more than others attack my heart, but I really appreciate the depth and intricacy that can
be found in Marvel characters teaming up to fight alongside or against
each other or Capcom characters.
Out of all of the series offerings, I seem to derive
the most pleasure from
Marvel vs. Capcom.
Of the various versions of the game out
on the market, this
newest version belongs
in the premier echelon
of treatment. It’s packaged
with Marvel Super Heroes — the
second game in the series — and
gives some of the newer gamers the
background necessary to fully understand what’s being dangled in front
them today with Ultimate Marvel vs.
Capcom 3. True, there isn’t the excess
of 56 characters or the gaudiness of
X-Factor as a draw, but the foundation
and the buildup on that foundation
are present through both games and
that’s what matters when you want to
learn where a franchise comes from.
If you’re a purist in terms of the
structure of the game, this is a version that deserves a purist’s critical
eye. The gameplay in both games is
perfect. It’s as smooth an experience
as putting in quarters at an arcade
and playing to your heart’s content.
Moves work the way they should and

combos can be pulled off very well.
Gameplay quirks — such as Marvel
vs. Capcom’s frustrating difficulty in
the arcade mode — are still there,
but that shouldn’t be a deterrent to
the overall experience. And for me,
it wasn’t. I picked it up and played
Marvel vs. Capcom immediately as if
it were the Dreamcast version, which
is also an arcade-perfect port. Marvel
Super Heroes is a sublime play experience as well for much of the same
reasons.
Because these are arcade-perfect renditions of the games,
the music and graphics
are pretty much the
same, too. There are a
few options added for
the view, and I must
applaud the creation
of the challenge sidebar
that can be turned on or
off for both games. It’s a neat
way to keep abreast of progress in
the games’ accomplishments, and the
view actually doesn’t get in the way of
the gameplay. Done in an arcade cabinet style, it’s actually easier to keep up
with the action than if the game were
in wide-screen format.
If you consider yourself a fighting
game affector and you loved the
Versus series, you’re probably going
to love this. It’s especially poignant to
be able to play the early entries in the
series now that consoles and fighting games have moved on from this
style of play. It’s easy to forget about
the progenitors of a series when
there’s fresh blood in town. Marvel vs.
Capcom Origins somehow manages
to bring back familiar gameplay while
retelling its origin story to a newer
generation.

SCORE:
4 OUT
OF 5

ready, set, begin!
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Developer: Capcom, Release: 2012

RESIDENT EVIL 6

The zombie threat that will never end
By William Harrison
Gaming Insurrection

So, all hope is lost and the world is
on the verge of destruction yet again
in this supposed last installment of
the famed Resident Evil series. And,
speaking as a fan, after six direct
sequels — eight technically, well nine
if you count the prequel — and God
knows how many spinoffs *cough*10
at least*cough* it’s about damn time.
Don’t get me wrong: It’s a good series
and has an interesting storyline, but
it’s about time it ended and, man,
did they end it. There are
four different campaigns
(one after the first three
are beaten at least once
a piece) each with its
own little bit of closure.
The usual suspects
of characters return
but two characters are
nowhere to found. Claire
Redfield and Jill Valentine
(and crappy movies don’t count) are
nowhere to be found in this rendition,
which makes me think that there may
be at least some kind of DLC with at
least Jill in it (or we riot). But, three
new characters are introduced and
older characters are forgotten as this
installment hits you in the face. The coop scheme that has worked well starting in RE0 is kept, except that the CPU
character is able to KILL you. The new
faces are Jake, Helena, and Piers …
not Sherry Birkin; she does not count
because she’s appeared in a game.
The pairs are the ever witty and
gritty Leon and spunky revenge-bent
Helena, the always popular Chris
Redfield and level-headed Piers, and
last but not least Jake Muller (Wesker’s
son) and Sherry Birkin (William Birkin’s
daughter from RE2). Really? Does no
one see that as a huge freaking joke?

No, really … you people disappoint
me.
The gameplay is an updated version
of the system from RE5 but with a
few improvements and a few flaws as
well ... and well, there are several. The
upgrade system has been traded out
for the skill system, which grows on
you after you’re able to unlock it and
buys defense so you don’t die every
five seconds as a zombie, J’avo, random guy/enemy next to you happens
to breathe or look at you funny. I do
really like how you can intersect with
the various parties doing online
play; that was a lot of fun.
The trade system is
gone as well, which was
actually useful if you
had a lot of ammo for
a gun you barely used
verses an online team
that may prefer that
weapon.
But there’s some problems
here: There’s a huge issue with
no pausing during the single-player
mode. WTF people! So, I can blast
away at zombies and the like, but
should I get hungry or have to get in a
bathroom break, God forbid I should
hit pause to think I can do such an act.
I guarantee I will come back and find
the Game Over screen. What … they
patched that? Well, it shouldn’t have
been left out in the first place (or we
riot).
Anyway, RE6 is actually not bad,
and a lot of that RE goodness is still
intact; it’s just that the execution was
lacking when it released. So, I would
like to see some closure with Jill (or
we riot) cause she has been there
since day one. And speaking of day
one, whatever happened to Rebecca
Chambers? You know what, never
mind; this is just pissing me off now.

SCORE:
4 OUT
OF 5
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ready, set, begin!

Developer: NetherRealm Studios, Release: 2012

MORTAL KOMBAT ARCADE KOLLECTION

Three flawless victories in this package
By Lyndsey Hicks

Gaming Insurrection

The glory days of arcades may have
long since passed, but fighting games
have found new life. A newer generation of gamers are learning the
background of their favorite series and
some companies are cashing in on the
nostalgic newfound fortune to be had.
Enter NetherRealm Studios. Formerly
known as the team that created Mortal
Kombat, NetherRealm realized there
was a dollar to be made, and released
the Mortal Kombat Arcade Kollection. The result is worthy of
a spot in your collection,
if you can stomach
some of the quirks
from the “old days.”
As a Mortal Kombat
superfan, I think it’s
safe to say I was going
to snatch this up the
moment it was released.
My gut reaction, though, was
the litmus test on whether it was
worth the time to revisit the arguably
best days of Mortal Kombat or stick
with the newest version released in
2011 (editor’s note: See our review in
the 4Q2011 issue). Having played every
version of the first three games in the
series that’s ever been released, I was
surprised to hear that Mortal Kombat,
Mortal Kombat II and Ultimate Mortal
Kombat 3 would be made available.
It was especially surprising about
UMK3 because of its former availability
over Xbox Live, and Mortal Kombat
II because of its availability over the
PlayStation Network and inclusion in
Midway Arcade Treasures. I mean, you
just can’t get too much Mortal Kom-

bat, but still, having it in available in
multiple places so many years after its
release was pretty shocking.
With arcade-perfect status comes a
standard that must be met: Everything
has to be as it once was. Whether
it’s the way the game runs, controls,
sounds or looks, everything has to be
left untouched. With the collection,
the visuals and music are just as the
controls. Nothing has been changed,
although there are new options for
an arcade cabinet view and scan
lines that a CRT monitor would have
produced. I was always a huge fan
of the soundtrack of the early
Mortal Kombat days, and it’s
immediately comforting to
now hear the DCS sound
system pumping out the
Armory’s background
theme in high-quality
stereo.
Getting the chance to own
it for a modern console — one
for which I own a legitimately decent
arcade stick — is a boon. And, having that stick is a great proposition
because the controls haven’t changed.
These are arcade-perfect ports, so it’s a
blessing to be able to pull off combos
that are like second nature. Even the
aggravating, well-known Midway
difficulty present in all three games is
intact. It’s still enough to pull out your
hair, but it wouldn’t be Mortal Kombat
without it. And, despite its presence,
I’m still drawn in because it’s what initially drew me in 1993 and paved the
way for a collection today.
Much like any of the collections of
older fighting titles out on the market
today, the ability to fight anyone anywhere because of a robust netcode is

SCORE:
4.5 OUT
OF 5

ready, set, begin!

With arcade-perfect status
comes a standard that
must be met: Everything
has to be as it once was.
also the biggest draw that these titles
could benefit from. It works wonderfully with little lag, the way it should
since it’s attempting to simulate standing next to someone in the arcade and
playing on the same machine.
If you’re nostalgic for the ability to kill
someone digitally in one of the more
interesting fighting games of the past
20 years and you long for the days
of lining up quarters, you’ve come to
the right place. The arcade collection
is worth the relatively cheap price for
three games, and it’s been pronounced
arcade perfect by someone in the
know. Take the advice of a reformed
arcade queen and get in line to fight in
Mortal Kombat again.
17

tech geeks
Open Office
There’s Microsoft Office and then there’s Open Office. Microsoft’s suite of tools
and programs can run you hundreds of dollars, while Open Office is fully free and
functional. Open Office also can save to multiple file formats and supports batch
exporting to a wide variety of formats using macros and plugins. Microsoft Office does with some workarounds. The clear cut choice here is Open Office. It does
everything you need in a productivity suite and when combined with other programs
such as Scribus, it makes life a lot easier to work on documents. It’s set up a lot like
the older versions of MS Office, so if you loved those versions, this will probably
work for you. We cannot stress enough the importance of the fact that it’s free. Most
of, if not all of, GI uses the suite over Microsoft’s offering to produce stories, and
even the graphics editor (Draw) comes in handy. Find a use for it because it comes
highly recommended.
Cost: Free

TECH BITS
n Redbox Instant, a joint project between Verizon and
Coinstar, has launched. The service offers $6 streaming
service akin to competitors Netflix and Hulu. Source:
Reuters
n Zynga, once the largest social gaming company in the world, saw its shares slide 10 percent after its privileged status with Facebook
ended. In other Zynga news, John Tobias,
former Midway designer and co-creator of the
Mortal Kombat fighting game series, has
landed with the company. Source: Reuters

Tobias

n A $2.7 billion judgment was entered in a Mexican court
in November against Yahoo. The former Internet giant was
sued over a breach of contract involving yellow pages listings. Source: Reuters

BPM Analyzer

We here at GI like Stepmania. For the uninitiated, it’s a program that allows you to make songs and step charts in the vein of
Dance Dance Revolution. It’s also how we complete the DDR Spotlight each quarter. In our spare time, however, we also use it to
make our own step charts for anime theme songs and endings. It’s geeky, we know, but it’s fun. To accomplish finding the right
speed for our songs, we turned to the Internet to find a solution. What we came up with is BPM Analyzer. It’s an amazingly simple
tool for what can be a slightly complicated process, and it’s extremely accurate. What the program does is look at the song and tell
you how fast it is. For most songs, as long as it’s not more than 200 BPM (that’s beats per minute), then you can pretty much get
an accurate reading. For experienced steppers, if you know a comparable song, you can figure out if you perhaps need to double it
or halve it. As an added bonus, you can also update ID3 tags in large batches. If you’re into Stepmania or DDR and want to make
your own steps, you need this.
Cost: Free
Where to download: download.com
18

n Apple fired Richard Williamson, the former project manager for Apple Maps in iOS 6, after the company
restructured the team behind the app. Apple Maps was
released in late 2012 and was instantly ridiculed for numerous design flaws, including poor directions and missing
information. Source: Ars Technica
n In other Apple Maps news, Google Maps is returning
to replace the app on iPhones and iPads. Google announced the return of the app with a statement in December
that said the new version would be better than the old.
tech geeks

PROPERTY REVIEW
Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles Vol. 1
Lionsgate Home Entertainment, 2004
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Stop multiple
reboot
syndrome

Turtles fight bare bones DVD
True children of the ‘80s will tell you that one
of the things imprinted in their memory is what
they watched on television. The Teenage Mutant
Ninja Turtles were important then, and children
soaked it up. So, imagine GI’s surprise when the
DVDs were finally released for public consumption. Spanning nine seasons, some of the most
important establishing material is found in the
first season, and the DVDs provide a look at the
opening five-part miniseries that launched the
show. But, if you’re looking for a quality introduction to the Turtles, keep looking because this
version isn’t all that great.
The quality of the presentation is terrible for
starters. While it’s obvious this is a show from the
‘80s and broadcast quality isn’t going to be as
good as say 2004, when the disc was released, it
still should be better than what’s here. Then, add
in quite a few graphical errors, a lack of extras on
the disc and the confusing inclusion of several
episodes from the 10th and final season and you
have a poor mess of a DVD.
Great voice acting and a killer soundtrack help,
though. It’s something when a series can draw
you in because of its soundtrack and perfect casting, and the first season of the show managed

HOW WE GRADE

We score the properties in three categ ories: Casting
(or voice acting in cases of animated), plot and simi
larities to its source material. Each category receives
points out of the maximum of 10 and 30 overall.

7.0

What to watch

The five episodes here are the five-part mini
series that introduced the Turtles in animated
television.
1. Turtle Tracks: The introduction and origin
story of the Turtles. Keep in mind that this origin
story greatly differs from the comics and film.
2. Enter the Shredder: The introduction of
Krang and Shredder, and also the creation of

that greatly. Practically speaking, the first season’s
merits save the DVD from most of its negative
traits.
And, we can get around it all because it’s the
Turtles, and having the series on DVD greatly
increases the amount of problems we’re willing to
put up with just to have the series in our collection. We can’t complain that much as children of
the ‘80s and as superfans of the series. We just
wish the quality was a little better and some of
the behind-the-scenes material had been added
here. That would be have tubularly awesome.
Plot: 8
Like the comics: 3
Casting: 10
Total score: 21 out of 30 or 7

Rocksteady and Bebop.
3. A Thing About Rats: Baxter Stockman is
introduced and joins with Shredder.
4. Hot Rodding Teenagers from Dimension X: Krang’s partial backstory is given and
Dimension X is named. Michaelangelo gains a
love interest.
5. Shredded and Splintered: Shredder and
Splinter switch bodies, and Splinter’s bond with
Turtles is fleshed out.

am by no means someone who doesn’t love
movies. I do, especially those of the comic
book variety. I just have this thing where
I can’t stand seeing a story done a million
times with different people and different
takes on the subject.
Let’s start with exhibit A, “Spider-Man.” Now,
I sat through “Spider-Man,” “Spider-Man 2” and
“Spider-Man 3” because I can look at Tobey Maguire all day long and twice on Sunday. He was
perfect as Peter Parker, though the abomination
that was “SpiderMan 3” is a whole
other topic. But, did
Spider-Man really
need to be remade?
No, it didn’t, and I’ll
tell you why: The
movies were fine
the way they were.
We didn’t need a
fourth movie, and
Lyndsey Hicks
we certainly didn’t
STRIP TALK
need a new franchise because someone at Sony couldn’t come up off some money
for Maguire and Sam Raimi.
In exhibit B, I’m looking directly at you, Mr.
Frank Castle. Seriously, there have been more
Punisher reboots than there have been actual
people who saw the Punisher movies combined.
The crazy thing is, I loved “Punisher: War Zone,”
and I thought Ray Stevenson did an excellent job
in the lead role. But, I’m of the mind that if Marvel
had actually bothered to cast him the first time
around or waited to do that Punisher film, there
wouldn’t have been three attempts. Let’s face it,
the Punisher isn’t that hard to do. You get someone to be sufficiently tortured because of the
loss of his family and you make it work well. Mark
Harmon manages to accomplish this every week
as Special Agent Leroy Jethro Gibbs on “NCIS,” so
I’m not understanding how this can’t be made to
work in a motion picture of this caliber.
In exhibit C, the X-Men find themselves raising their hands to answer the question of which
group of people need not apply for more reboots. Like “Spider-Man,” I’ve seen all of the films
in question except for “X-Men: First Class,” and I’m
not exactly dying to see it. Why should I? What
was the point of redoing “X-Men”? And, who
thought it was cute to replace Patrick Stewart?
Whoever made that call should be ashamed of
themselves. I don’t care how good folks supposedly were in First Class; do not take away my
beloved Patrick Stewart. I will not go see your
movie.
In the final exhibit, we have Superman. Now,
why someone thought ruining the Man of Steel’s
legacy as singlehandedly wrought by Christopher Reeve with his bare hands molded from
See STRIP TALK, PAGE 21
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Death Note heats up in Vol. 5

H

ello readers, and welcome back to “Otaku Corner,”
the section of GI that covers quality anime and
manga series for those who deserve the best in
Japanese animation. Thus, with this great expectation, our motto is “For the otaku, by the otaku!” (patent pending). I’m continuing our coverage of the worldwide
smash manga series Death Note, written by Tsugumi Ohba,
illustrated by Takeshi Obata and English adapted by Viz
Media LLC.
Before I get into the review, I want to give those who have
not yet read the manga a quick summary of the story plot:
Death Note is the story of Light Yagami, a top student with
immeasurable prospects who suffers from an extreme case
of boredom. That changes when he finds the Death Note, a
notebook of death dropped by a shinigami (Japanese god
of death) named Ryuk. Any human’s name written in said
notebook dies, and after a few uses on known and would
be criminals, Light vows to use the Death Note to rid humanity of evil. However, Light’s work does not go unnoticed
by law enforcement authorities who, in turn, send worldrenowned detective L to stop Light aka Kira.
In volume five of Death Note, Light and L (aka Ryuzaki)
are playing masterful-yet-blistering mind games via TV,
hidden cameras, police officers and even on a college campus! These actions ultimately led Light and his cohort (yet
disposable girlfriend) Misa Amane to be confined by Ryuzaki in separate
locations. After
weeks in confinement, Light was
able to dispose of
the Death Note
and his memories
of using it. As a
result, Ryuzaki
forces Light’s father, Soichiro who
is head of the Kira
Task Force to perBrandon Beatty
form a final test of
Light’s and Misa’s
OTAKU CORNER
innocence, which
resulted in Soichiro performing a mock execution that not only clear Light
and Misa, but also continued the partnership of Light and
Ryuzaki. Later on Ryuzaki and company established a new
base of operations ( largely bankrolled by Ryuzaki), that
with new resources leads the task force to find that Kira has
returned; only, this time he’s using his powers to the benefit
of the Yosuba Group, an multinational business group.
However, this victorious gain is not without setbacks as
Aizawa leaves to return to the NPA because of a disagreement with Ryuzaki, and Matsuda’s near death forces the
task force to form a new plan. Fortunately, clear heads prevail, and at the end, readers are introduced to the Kira Eight,
a group of men who work for Yosuba who are dedicated
to destroying anyone (including their own members) who
would stand in their way to obtain absolute power. This is
seen at the very end when one of their members is “sacked,”
meaning that poor individual is another victim of Kira.
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TORADORA!

Episodes: 1-12

Fans of Death Note will not be disappointed in the new
arc as it forces the main characters to again join forces
against Kira in a new persona: Greed. As I continued reading, I realized that these eight men are after power and are
determined to use Kira to achieve these goals, instead of
simply joining forces to use their combined talents to be a
success. Obata-san has again performed the skillful combination of plot and philosophy, this time adding in a mix
of corporate corruption. The usual supporting cast of Ryuk
and Rem (Misa’s shinigami) make their appearances but do
not endanger the new plot, coming in only when absolutely needed. Obata-san’s drawings continue to succeed in
keeping the plot fresh, especially when presenting the Kira
Eight where one of the men truly has the appearance of a
demon. I have, so far, in reading this series, not been disappointed as every new volume has without fail brought the
elements of ethics and mystery without being silly. I also
would be wrong in not giving Viz Media their lion’s share
of the credit, thanks in part to the great translation and
adaptation of Alexis Kirsch and the Shonen Jump graphic
novel team. This again proves that Viz was the right choice
in unleashing Death Note upon the U.S.
Will the Kira Eight prevail? How long will Ryuzaki and
Light continue their “alliance?” Will the Death Note claim
more lives? And, will Misa succeed in wrapping Light
around her little finger? The answers to these burning questions and more are coming in the future of Otaku Corner.
Brandon Beatty is editor at large of Gaming Insurrection. He
can be reached by email at gicomics@gaminginsurrection.com

Premise: Toradora revolves around two
characters mostly: Ryuuji Takasu and Taiga
Aisaka. Ryuuji has a crush on Minori Kush
ieda — Taiga’s best friend— while Taiga
has a crush on Yuusaku Kitamura, Ryuuji’s
best friend. Ryuuji and Taiga have a run-in
on their first day of second year, and later
discover that they are next-door neighbors.
Ryuuji has an undeserved reputation as
a delinquent while Taiga is known as the
“Palmtop Tiger” because of her diminutive
size. With the mutual goal in mind of captur
ing the hearts of each other’s best friends,
Ryuuji and Taiga decide to team up.

with Lyndsey
Hicks

Is it worth watching?: If you love school/romance anime, you’ll prob
ably love Toradora. There are some genuinely funny moments, but darker
themes such as abandonment and maturation are explored. The only
stumbling block that really came up immediately was the tsundereness
(cold outside, warm inside) of Taiga. She kind of grates on your nerves
but eventually you learn the reasons behind it. I grew to like the character
immensely.
Breakout character: Ryuuji is a scene-stealer, even as a main charac
ter. He shines as the voice of reason throughout the first half of the show,
and makes an impression as someone who has a lot on his shoulders but
manages to keep a level head despite the inequities of his life.
Funniest episode: Episode 1 (Tiger and Dragon) has probably one of
the funniest scenes in the series. After Taiga and Ryuuji agree to team
up to land their respective crushes, Ryuuji visits Taiga’s opulent apart
ment next door. The horror that greets him forces him to clean. Taiga is
completely helpless when it comes to domestication, and Ryuuji is not.
Hilarity in the form of the depths of Ryuuji’s neat-freak nature ensues.
Where it’s going: With the plan to snag their respective crushes in full
swing, Ryuuji and Taiga begin to learn something more about their own
relationship and how to work with their growing dependence on each
other. Taiga’s foil in Ami Kawashima has been introduced, so it’s interest
ing to see just how far Ami is willing to go to cozy up to Ryuuji, where
Kitamura’s feelings have evolved after his previous confession to Taiga
and her rejection and just how Minorin feels about Ryuuji.

the strip

Strip Life
by

Lyndsey Hicks

It may be a new year,
but some things
never change.
Welcome to 2013,
GI.

I’m hungry! Has the
meeting started yet?

It’s cold out here!
When’s the meeting?

Anybody up for a
game of Tekken after
the meeting?

Marvel, DC guilty of restarting a series too many times
STRIP TALK, from PAGE 19
clay of the earth was a good idea, I’ll never know.
But ruining Superman’s legacy as wrought by
Christopher Reeve with his bare hands was a bad
idea, a really bad idea. I have nothing against
Brandon Routh, who tried and miserably failed
to fill Reeve’s shoes, but there will never, ever be
another Superman as long as I live and breathe
the strip

other than the late Mr. Reeve. And, I will go on
the record now: I realize that Henry Cavill’s fine
self has been tapped to play Clark Kent in yet another reboot, but he will fail and fail completely
to this child of the ‘80s.
My major problem with all of these reboots
— and I’m blaming Marvel for this because they
seem to be the worst at this — is that if it doesn’t
work, I have to ask why the companies don’t

realize it just isn’t going to work. Rhetorically
speaking, if it doesn’t work, why keep banging
your head against the proverbial wall trying to
force it? It doesn’t make sense to keep trying to
find that “right fit” because you’re never going to
find it for some projects. In some of these cases,
the right fit was found and then torn up because
of money, which is usually the root cause of the
problem. Because believe me, none of these

reboots would have happened without an unlimited supply of money.
Folks, if you’re on your third reboot, maybe it’s
time to look elsewhere for that source of comic
book gold. Obviously, the ink isn’t subjective to
the Midas Touch.
Lyndsey Hicks is editor in chief of
Gaming Insurrection. She can be reached by email at
editor@gaminginsurrection.com
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Name: Peter Parker

MARVEL CHARACTER HIGHLIGHT

Affiliation: The Avengers, Future Foundation, Heroes For
Hire, New Avengers, Secret Avengers, Superhuman Task
Force (pro-registration superheroes), Outlaws, New Fantas
tic Four, Secret Defenders, mentor to Misfits, Frightful Four,
Eddie Brock (Venom), Ben Reilly (Scarlet Spider), Horizon
Labs, Daily Bugle, Daily Globe, Front Line, Tricorp Research
Special abilities: A radioactive spider bite gave Parker
the abilities of a common house spider. With the arachnid
abilities, Parker has superhuman strength and agility as
well as secondary abilities that most common spiders have.
These include:
1. Wall-crawling
2. Mark of Kaine: He can burn or tear distinctive scars in the
faces of others.
3. Superhuman strength: Spider-Man can press lift ap
proximately 10 tons. He can leap several stories in a single
bound and must control his punches because a normal
thrown punch could possibly kill a human.
4. Superhuman speed
5. Superhuman stamina. He can also hold his breath much
longer.
6. Superhuman durability: He is more resistant to some
types of injury and can heal faster than normal humans.
7. Superhuman agility, equilibrium and reflexes: He has
perfect balance and his reflexes are about 40 times greater
than those of a normal human.
8. Foreign chemical resistance:He has a higher tolerance
for drugs and diseases than normal humans, and he can
recover from the effects of larger doses rapidly.
9. Spider-Sense: Spider-Man possesses an extrasensory
“danger” or “spider” sense,” which warns him of potential
immediate danger, and links with his superhuman kinesthet
ics, enabling him to evade most injuries.
10. Radio frequency detection: The spider-sense also
enables him to track certain radio frequencies.
Background: Peter Parker was an average student in

Forest Hills, N.Y., an orphan living with his Aunt May and
Uncle Ben Parker. Peter showed an early aptitude for sci
ence but was bullied throughout his school years. During a
high school science trip to a laboratory, Peter was bitten by
a radioactive spider, which transmitted its mutated venom
to Peter through the bite. Peter then began developing
spider-like traits and super powers. Parker, as Spider-Man,
has battled numerous foes within the Marvel universe
throughout his crime fighting career and nearly as many
as his civilian alter ego. More recently, Peter has given up
existence of his secret identity and life as he knew it through
a deal with demon lord Mephisto to protect his family and
spare his loved ones from further pain.
Relationships: Richard Parker (father, deceased); Mary
Parker (mother, deceased); Benjamin Parker (uncle,
deceased); May Parker (aunt); Will Fitzpatrick (grandfather,
presumably deceased); Jay Jameson (step-uncle); John
Jonah Jameson (step-cousin); Ben Reilly (clone, deceased);
Kaine (clone); Spidercide (clone, allegedly deceased);
Guardian (clone, deceased); Mary Jane Watson-Parker
(ex-wife, ex-fiancée); May Parker (daughter, allegedly
deceased); Philip Watson (former father-in-law); Madeline
Watson (former mother-in-law); Gayle Watson-Byrnes
(former sister-in-law); Venom Symbiote (former symbiote)
First Versus game appearance: Marvel Super Heroes,
1995
Appearances in other media: Spider-Man (2002 film),
Spider-Man 2 (2004 film), Spider-Man 3 (2007 film), The
Amazing Spider-Man (2012 film), Spider-Man (1967),
The Amazing Spider-Man (1977), Spider-Man (1981),
Spider-Man and His Amazing Friends (1981), Spider-Man
(1994 animated series), Spider-Man Unlimited (1999),
Spider-Man: The New Animated Series (2003), The Spec
tacular Spider-Man (2008), Ultimate Spider-Man (2012),
Spider-Man: Turn Off the Dark (2010 Broadway musical),
Spider-Man: From Beyond The Grave (1972 radio show),
Spider-Man (1982 video game), Questprobe: Spider-Man

(1984), The Amazing
Spider-Man (1990 video
game), The Amazing SpiderMan vs. The Kingpin
(1990 video game),
Spider-Man: The
Video Game (1991),
The Amazing SpiderMan 2 (1992 video game),
Spider-Man: Return of the Sinister Six
(1992), Spider-Man/X-Men in Arcade’s
Re
venge (1992 video game), The Amazing Spider-Man
3: Invasion of the Spider-Slayers (1993 video game),
The Amazing Spider-Man: Lethal Foes (1994 video
game), Spider-Man and Venom: Maximum Carnage
(1994 video game), Venom/Spider-Man: Separation
Anxiety (1995 video game), Spider-Man Animated Se
ries (1995 video game), Spider-Man: Web of Fire (1996
video game), Marvel Super Heroes (1995), SpiderMan: The Sinister Six (1996 video game), Marvel
vs. Street Fighter (1997), Marvel vs. Capcom
(1998), Marvel vs. Capcom 2 (2000), SpiderMan 2: The Sinister Six (2001 video game),
Spider-Man 2: Enter Electro (2001 video
game), Spider-Man (2002 video game),
Spider-Man 2 (2004 video game), Marvel
Ultimate Alliance (2006), Spider-Man:
Battle for New York (2006 video game),
Spider-Man 3 (2007 video game), SpiderMan: Friend or Foe (2007 video game),
Spider-Man: Web of Shadows (2008
video game), Marvel Ultimate Alliance
2 (2009), Marvel vs. Capcom 3 (2010),Ul
timate
Marvel vs. Capcom 3 (2011), Spider-Man (2000 video
game), Ultimate Spider-Man (2005 video game), Marvel
Super Hero Squad (2009) , Marvel Super Hero Squad: The
Infinity Gauntlet (2010), Spider-Man: Shattered Dimensions
(2010 video game) and Marvel Super Hero Squad Online
(2011), Spider-Man: Edge of Time (2011 video game), The
Amazing Spider-Man (2012 video game)

TOP 5 ON THE STRIP — WEIRD SPIDER-MAN FOES EDITION

1

J. Jonah Jameson
What’s the deal with some dude
putting your paycheck in your
hands and then constantly
snatching it away because he
wants to fire you on a whim?
We couldn’t work for J.J. Simply
put, there’d be a labor dispute,
and he’d be sued a million times
over. All because he was having
a bad day.
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2

Mysterio
Spider-Man’s foes, though grounded in reality
most of the time, sometimes give us the dis
tinct impression that there’s problems afoot in
the world that we don’t know about and don’t
want to know about. Case in point: Mysterio’s
head is screwed up, figuratively and liter
ally. All we know is that in one version, he’s
a special effects master and in another, he’s
an android, sent by the special effects master,
from a different dimension. Right.

3

Venom
Eddie Brock’s version has made our
Top 5 list before and for pretty much the
same reason: He’s weird and awesome.
Anytime you go around screaming “We
want to eat your brains,” you make a list
of weird. And also, referring to yourself
in the plural third-person point of view
because your body has bonded with an
alien symbiote automatically means you
qualify for the crazy.

4

Doctor Octopus
The guy has four tentacles
welded to his back that he can
telepathically control to kill.
That’s all that needs to be said
about him.

5

Green Goblin
Dear Norman Osborn, We at GI would like
to thank you for being sufficiently crazy and
paranoid because you mixed chemicals that
gave you a green hue and sent you on a
killing spree. We do appreciate the myriad
crazy attempts you and your (equally crazed)
offspring have made over the years to kill
Peter Parker. But, please, do us a favor and
lose the tights the next time you’re resur
rected. Sincerely, Gaming Insurrection folk
the strip

retrograde

Developer: LJN, Release: 1992

SPIDER-MAN AND THE X-MEN IN ARCADE’S REVENGE

A poorly designed and plotted revenge
By Lyndsey Hicks

Gaming Insurrection

As a comic book lover, I can always find value
in a title based on my favorite hand-drawn
heroes. And while there’s plenty of value to
be found in Spider-Man/X-Men in Arcade’s
Revenge, to be sure, you’re going to have to do
a whole lot web swinging to find it.
Let’s get the best part of all the comic book
madness out of the way: The soundtrack is one
of the best I have ever heard in a 16-bit game.
The music manages to find a way to offset the
ridiculously high difficulty, somewhat terrible
controls and awful gameplay decisions
thrown into the mix. The character
tracks accompanying the multiple
stages are well-played and have
a rich layering and depth. The
usage of multiple beats and
various horns and synthesizers
give the game a powerful comic
book theme, as if you’re actually reading a comic book and not
just playing some random adventure
featuring Marvel characters.
But as wonderful as that soundtrack is,
you’re probably going to hear only a few of
the opening tracks because of the incredibly
high difficulty. Just getting out of Spider-Man’s
opening stage — which opens later stages
for the X-Men and Spider-Man himself — is a
chore because of its maze-like qualities and
enemy placement. It’s entirely possible to die
quickly in the first stage and never make it to
the next set.
The game’s crazy high difficulty leads to an
even larger discussion about the problems
inherent in Spider-Man/X-Men, which unmask
themselves once you get into the meat of the
game. For starters, let’s talk about the premise
and why it doesn’t work. Apparently, totally ob-

scure Marvel villain Arcade is running around
New York City and capturing various X-Men.
Spider-Man, who happens to be in the vicinity
and investigating, shows up right as Gambit
is captured and decides to infiltrate Arcade’s
business to find out what’s going on. Now, the
fact that four random mutants (read: the most
popular X-Men because of the Fox cartoon
— Cyclops, Gambit, Wolverine and Storm) are
being snatched off the street for some weird
guy’s amusement is not cause for concern
except only to Peter Parker is ridiculous. Then,
throw in that Parker never seems to alert the
other X-Men before running off to singlehandedly save three people and the story
begins running off the rails.
The story just doesn’t work and
misses a few beats. And, if I
wasn’t such a comic book nerd,
I would have never known who
the hell Arcade was. As a matter
of fact, I had no idea even after
the game was released, I bought
it and played it for years. I still had
to look him up with the advent of the
Internet, and go ask my even-bigger comic
book nerd uncle. Things are bad and/or truly
obscure when I have to venture to the dungeon of comicbookdom to consult with Uncle
Beeb just to shed a little light on the subject.
Visually, though, the game succeeds. Well,
except when Spider-Man’s running or Cyclops
is trying to kick something. The animation
for those actions are laughably bad, but I can
appreciate the graphics otherwise because of
the richness of the color palette and the overall
quality. It’s extremely well done and reminds
me greatly of the Fox cartoons for both franchises. Anytime you can visually remind folks
of a winning situation amid a terrible battlefield, you’re doing something right.
If you can savor the art, and once you can get

SCORE:
2 OUT
OF 5

retrograde

past the poorly thought-out plot and shaky
antagonist, the gameplay doesn’t ride in on
a white horse to save things. If you get past
Spider-Man’s opening stage of maze awesome,
you’re treated to 10 more stages (the four
X-Men and Spider-Man have two stages each)
transitions for each character and then the final
stage. The two stages for each character consist
of a first stage that must be done before the
second one can be attempted. When you can
only manage to finish three of the main stages
and none of the second stages, there’s a problem. A big problem.
There are leaps of faith galore in the platforming stages and enemies are plentiful with
very little health available. And in one of the
game’s worst flaws, the bosses are extremely
hard and a few have asinine solutions to beating them. For example, how was I to know that

the only way to beat Wolverine’s second stage
is by stabbing Juggernaut AND making him run
into anvils, or that the only way to kill Rhino at
the end of Spider-Man’s second stage is to web
swing into him repeatedly? There is absolutely
no hint given in either situation, and you’re
expected to just do it. Add in that everyone
shares lives and it’s a nightmare just to make
it a decent clip in the game. To date, I’ve never
even made it to the transition scenes because I
couldn’t beat the majority of the stages.
With a particularly great soundtrack and nice
visuals, it’s a shame that the rest of the game
doesn’t hold up. Promise is here but the awful
gameplay and insane difficulty do nothing to
bring anyone to the rescue of the crew. Unfortunately for our superheroes, Arcade’s managed to have his revenge and then some in a
poor game.
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Developer: Polophony Digital, Release: 1998

GRAN TURISMO

A racing classic in a class all its own
By Brandon Beatty
Gaming Insurrection

I have played many a racing simulator game as part of my gaming life.
From a classic like Pole Position to
another such as Ridge Racer, these
types of games have influenced my
desire not only to play more of these
type of games, but also strengthen
my desire to drive my own ultimate
driving machine one day. That
desire to drive grew stronger
during my college years
when Sony showed
the next generation
of racing games on
its next-gen gaming
consoles. That resulted in
Sony creating a blueprint
for racing games, and has
resulted in numerous sequels and
worldwide acclaim. Sony found this
great masterpiece in Grand Tursimo
for the PlayStation One.
Published in 1998 by Sony Computer Entertainment and developed by
Polyphony Digital, GT lets you control
your choice of cars against computercontrolled opponents on various race
tracks in different game modes, but
with some interesting twists. GT has
two modes of play: Arcade, which
allows players to choose their choice
of cars and courses to race on; and,
simulation, which requires players to
obtain various licenses to race and
to earn money, championship titles
and new cars to use in future races.

Another twist is that actual car makers and parts manufacturers are used.
Sony and Polyphony Digital went
all out in getting companies such as
Honda, Mitsubishi, Chevrolet, Dodge
and others to license their top cars
so players can enjoy — in a first for
racing games — actual variety, and
the experience of driving their choice
of dream car in high-stakes races.
Personally, having these companies
on-board to feature their
products without overshadowing GT’s main
purpose of entertainment was a classy
move for all involved.
The controls are a period of trial-and-error
at first, but will pass
once you become more
consistent with the game.
The sound effects were sub-par,
which is my only complaint with GT.
From the start of the cars’ engines to
the final laps’ finish theme, the final
results were of compromised quality. While the sound effects made me
cringe, I was greatly relieved that the
ports of licensed music from artists
such as Ash, Feeder Cubanate, and
Garbage came out with perfection.
I did find my own personal favorite
tune in the opening theme, The
Chemical Brothers’ remix of “Everything Must Go.” With great music,
GT guarantees not only great replay
value, but also great musical selections. In a first for GI, I’m somehow

SCORE:
5 OUT
OF 5
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Photos courtesy of Gamefaqs.com

going to award this masterpiece a 6
out of 5.
Grand Turismo is, without doubt,
one of the most essential titles in
video game history. As a fan of the
PSOne, I know that Sony raised the
bar in racing simulators, leading to
game-changing innovations in video
gaming. Not only do I tip my hat to
Sony and Polyphony Digital for this
piece of brilliance in gaming, but
also I encourage our readers to do
the following this holiday season: 1.
Always wear your seat belt; 2. PLEASE
don’t drink and drive; and 3. Have fun
with your digital ride. The HBJ group
approves this message.
retrograde
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Developer: Square Enix, Release: 1998

BRAVE FENCER MUSASHI

A unique and smart system for the samurai at heart

By Brandon Beatty
Gaming Insurrection

I have covered plenty of games previously whose main
plots involve samurai, Japan’s legendary warriors. As I
reviewed games such as Onimusha and Bushido Blade, as
a samurai aficionado, I appreciated that developers such as
Capcom and SquareEnix have take time to fully embrace
the essentials of all things samurai. However, I felt that
samurai-themed games can have elements of fun and
anime as well. To my surprise SquareEnix must have read
my mind with another worthy title for the PlayStation One,
Brave Fencer Musashi.
Developed and published in 1998, BFM is an action/ RPG
title combining real-time combat in a 3D environment with an in-game time and day and night
system that affects villages and enemies, in
addition to the main character’s strength.
BFM’s plot is standard for many RPG
games. You assume control of Musashi, a
young samurai reincarnated from a legendary warrior of the same name who saved the
kingdom of Allucaneet 150 years before from
a monster known as the Wizard of Darkness.
Musashi is summoned to Allucaneet by Princess Fillet
to save the kingdom once again, this time from its once
peaceful neighbor, the Thirst Quencher Empire. In addition
to stopping Thirst Quencher, Musashi must also acquire the
legendary sword Lumina and obtain the power of the five
scrolls to prevent the Wizard of Darkness’ resurrection.
BFM’s gameplay is similar to usual RPG games but with
some changes. Controlling Musashi is more direct without
using the standard RPG menu. Musashi, in addition to his
ability to run and jump, can also utilize his katana sword,

fusion, which not only
For those who desire
performs chain rapid
attacks, but also possamurai action with
sesses the ability of
elements of anime
assimilation that allows
and RPG, SquareEnix
Musashi to copy that
enemy’s particular skill.
has brought a bounty
Lumina, Masashi’s other
of a game to feast
sword, can use powers
derived from the four
upon.
elements via scrolls
found throughout the game, with additional techniques
obtained by rescuing various villagers and finding pieces of
an legendary armor, which will allow Musashi to perform
actions such as climbing and double jumps.
Control of Musashi is simple yet keeps the
traditional RPG elements. Its simplicity does
not leave players at the mercy of an old-fashioned action menu, which would or would
not allow attacking or evading on-screen
enemies.
The game’s music score, composed by
Tetsuya Sekito, along with the sound effects
are top-notch, giving me the feeling that I was
playing an anime RPG series minus the corny side
plots and overboard struggles. Voice casting is top-notch
including Mona Marshall, Steve Blum, William Knight and
Mary Elizabeth McGlynn. They are more known in the anime industry, but brought BFM to life.
Brave Fencer Musashi is highly recommended. For those
who desire samurai action with elements of anime and
RPG, SquareEnix has brought a bounty of a game to feast
upon. To that, I say thank you, SquareEnix.
Thank you.

SCORE:
5 OUT
OF 5
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Developer: Jupiter, Release: 1999

POKÉMON PINBALL

Gotta catch ’em all — this time in pinball form
By Lyndsey Hicks

Gaming Insurrection

I don’t think there’s probably a soul in the world who’s
ever played Pokémon and didn’t think about pinball
at some point. I say this because pokéballs frequently
resemble balls you would see in a standard-issue pinball
machine. Nintendo, trading off that premise, reached out
to the pinball market and drew back a not-so-bad
rendition of pinball mechanics in a surprisingly
addictive title.
If you’ve ever played Pokémon and/or pinball, the mechanics should be familiar. The
goal remains catching them all, but there’s a
limited supply of the first 150 critters running
around the Kanto region, and you’re going to
have to upgrade your pokéball through spins
around two distinct tables and a few different
locales. In addition to catching Pokémon and moving
around, there are bonuses to be had and bonus rounds to
play. It’s simple and addictive once you’ve decided which
of the tables you want to ply your trade on.
The tables by themselves are a major part of the game.
Their designs are important to the overall enjoyment experience you could possibly have, and to a more specific extent, which Pokémon are available to catch. Much like the
original games they’re based on, the Red and Blue tables
have their quirks and are a matter of personal preference.

The visual aspect of Pokémon Pinball isn’t much different
than the original games. The graphics are about the same
with slightly more detail for a Game Boy game. If you can
find a Game Boy Color, it’s a nice treat to see the tables in
all of their wonderful, colored glory. The music is much like
something you’d find in a Pokémon game as well. Much
like the graphics, the music is best enjoyed through the
Game Boy Color.
And, most fans of the original role-playing
games will be happy to know there’s an abundance of Pikachu voice samples throughout.
The only problems that I have here are
with the simulated table controls. While
I can appreciate the usage of tilting —
something Mario Pinball should have
taken notice of much later — sometimes,
the ball control can get a little flaky and hard
to handle on a tiny screen. It’s a little hard to
control where the ball goes, which is something
inherent to modern-day pinball, but the Game Boy isn’t
necessarily designed for the rigors of pinball play. It’s
almost as if the Game Boy shouldn’t have necessarily been
the first choice for a pinball title.
But where it slides a little, Pokémon Pinball recovers
nicely with the usage of the license and the incorporation
of Pokémon mechanics into a nice pinball title. It’s nice to
see how Nintendo can sometimes get the ball rolling on
side projects with pinball done well.

SCORE:
4 OUT
OF 5
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U.S. history according to video games
By Lyndsey Hicks

Gaming Insurrection

So, you weren’t paying attention in
11th grade U.S. history and you have no
idea what went on during the birth of
the nation? Well, fear not, young one:
We’re giving you an abbreviated history
lesson, courtesy of your favorite franchises. And, please, don’t take this literally
and use it in your school work. You will
not pass.
1. Assassin’s Creed (1753): A young
retro game corner

Get to know the good old U.S. of A
with your favorite franchises
assassin goes out to avenge the death
of his mother. He happens to be Native
American during the time of colonial
domination by the British. It probably
sucks to be on the side of the crown during this one, because you know this is a
fight they aren’t going to win.
Lesson learned: No taxation without

representation, don’t dump your tea in
the harbor and stay away from Boston if
you don’t want to get massacred.
2. Call of Duty: Black Ops (1960): Fun
fact, kiddies: The Cuban Missile Crisis
was the closest encounter to World War
III that the U.S. had encountered in quite

some time. For about two weeks, the
world was on the brink of nuclear annihilation because the Soviets had installed
nuclear warheads in Cuba, about 90
miles off the coast of Florida. President
Kennedy had the world enraptured at
that point. And Fidel Castro was young
then.
3. Grand Theft Auto: Vice City (1985):
Drugs, sex and power. Ah, the 1980s.
See U.S. HISTORY, PAGE 31
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RED & BLUE

KNOWLEDGE CENTER
POKÉMON
ON TAP
029: Nidoran (female)
030: Nidorina
031: Nidoqueen
032: Nidoran (male)
033: Nidorino
034: Nidoking

EVOLVES AT
LEVEL 16

EVOLVES BY
MOON STONE

Special thanks to
Bulbapedia for artwork.

No. 29 —Nidoran (female)

WHAT TO KEEP
AND DELETE
Keep
Poison Sting
Bite
Double Kick
Delete
Growl
Tackle
Scratch
Tail Whip
Fury Swipes
Moves to teach
TM 13 Ice Beam (as Nidorina or
Nidoqueen)
TM 40 Skull Bash (all)
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No. 30 —Nidorina

No. 31 —Nidoqueen

ATTACK

TYPE

LEVEL

ATTACK

TYPE

LEVEL

ATTACK

TYPE

LEVEL

Start

Growl

Normal

Start

Growl

Normal

Start

Tackle

Normal

Start

Tackle

Normal

Start

Tackle

Normal

Start

Scratch

Normal

8

Scratch

Normal

Start

Scratch

Normal

Start

Tail Whip

Normal

14

Poison Sting

Poison

14

Poison Sting

Poison

14

Poison Sting

Poison

21

Tail Whip

Normal

23

Tail Whip

Normal

29

Bite

Normal

32

Bite

Normal

23

Body Slam

Normal

36

Fury Swipes

Normal

41

Fury Swipes

Normal

Fighting

50

Double Kick

Fighting

43

Double Kick

EDITOR’S NOTES:
Nidoran (female)/Nidorina/Nidoqueen is an average, run of the
mill Pokémon set that doesn’t offer much in the way of a spectacular moveset. Within the evolutionary chain, you’re too dependent on
padding out the list available for the creature to be more than average
up against powerhouses such as Charizard or even Pikachu. The list
of moves don’t even come close to interesting until Nidoran (female)
learns Bite. After that, Double Kick doesn’t come into play until Level
43, which is too long to wait before learning another move. We suggest
letting the time frame in which the chain learns Double Kick or whether
you’re willing to wait for the move be the deciding factors in evolution.
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RED & BLUE

KNOWLEDGE CENTER

EVOLVES AT
LEVEL 16

WHAT TO KEEP
AND DELETE
Keep
Horn Attack
Poison Sting
Horn Drill
Double Kick
Delete
Leer
Tackle
Horn Attack
Thrash
Focus Energy
Fury Attack
Moves to teach
TM 13 Ice Beam (as Nidorino or
Nidoking)
TM 19 Seismic Toss (as Nidoking)
TM 26 Earthquake (as Nidoking)
TM 40 Skull Bash (all)

retro game corner

EVOLVES BY
MOON STONE

No. 32 —Nidoran (male)

No. 33 —Nidorino

No. 34 —Nidoking

ATTACK

TYPE

LEVEL

ATTACK

TYPE

LEVEL

ATTACK

TYPE

LEVEL

Start

Leer

Normal

Start

Leer

Normal

Start

Tackle

Normal

Start

Tackle

Normal

Start

Tackle

Normal

Start

Horn Attack

Normal

8

Horn Attack

Normal

Start

Horn Attack

Normal

Start

Poison Sting

Poison

14

Poison Sting

Poison

Start

Poison Sting

Poison

21

Focus Energy

Normal

23

Focus Energy

Normal

23

Thrash

Normal

29

Fury Attack

Normal

32

Fury Attack

Normal

36

Horn Drill

Normal

41

Horn Drill

Normal

43

Double Kick

Fighting

50

Double Kick

Fighting

EDITOR’S NOTES:
The same principle used in judging Nidoran female’s evolutionary
progress should be applied to Nidoran male. There aren’t major differences in the male and female versions of the Pokémon, except that
the male Pokémon learn a few different moves. However, much like
the Nidoqueen evolution can learn useful moves, Nidoking can also
learn several good TMs and HMs. We have recommended several that
can begin with the Nidorino evolution, but we also suggest taking
a look at the available TMs that Nidorino and Nidoking can possibly
learn and choosing a wide variety of abilities to complement the suggested moves to keep.
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By Lyndsey Hicks

Don’t forget to
download our DDR
glossary of terms!

Artist: N.M.R.
BPM: 115
Light: 3
Standard: 6
Heavy: 7

Artist: Lange feat. Skye
BPM: 136
Light: 2
Standard: 6
Heavy: 8

Artist: jun with Tahirih
BPM: 180
Light: 3
Standard: 6
Heavy: 8

A song that surprisingly goes on beat, Let Them
Move isn’t difficult. This is a perfect example
of how knowing a song from repeated listening
can teach the steps. There are several runs of
1/4th and 1/8th notes throughout, gallops of the
1/4th-1/8th note variety and short jackhammer
portions that match with the background of the
song. The steps aren’t hard, though. If you need
some room to read the runs and jackhammer
portions, I suggest giving it some speed with at
least x3.

Drifting Away is completely on beat, but has
one of the most annoying step patterns in midlife DDR. If you know the song, you know the
step chart because it follows it perfectly. There
are is a myriad of triplets and gallops to watch
out for and step-jump patterns that will drain
your stamina if you’re not paying attention.
Mostly, however, be careful of the pattern of
triplets near the end. If you aren’t mindful of the
fact that the pattern changes midway through
the run, you will get a few Goods at best and
Boos and Misses at worst.

Happy Angel is a fun song with a few runs
interspersed with speed. It harkens back to artist
jun’s first effort in 7th mix with Sweet Sweet <3
Magic: Happy speed. If you’re brave enough,
throw in some speed to spread out the clusters
of runs and jumps. The meat of the song is
very speedy and relies on twisting runs and
jumps that mesh well with freezes and steps in
between the freezes. There isn’t much to it if you
can do Sweet Sweet <3 Magic on Heavy; you
can probably pass Happy Angel with not much
of a problem. Be prepared to work hard, though,
because there are 386 steps.

Suggested speed mod: x3
First appearance: DDR 3rd mix

O
L
BO

Suggested speed mod: x2
First appearance: DDR Max 2

DDR Spotlight will take a look at uniquely
Japanese songs for the Dance Dance Revolution
series in 2Q2013.

Suggested speed mod: x2
First appearance: SuperNOVA

UPCOMING SONGS
Sakura
Matsuri Japan
Butterfly
Mahou no Tobira
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Mario’s Time Machine should have never existed

I

am a self-professed Mario superfan. I say
that with confidence and wear it proudly
unfurled on my brow as a lifelong gamer. But
there comes a time when every superfan has
to own up to the fact that not everything is
great when it comes to their favorite franchise.
Mario’s Time Machine, an abomination of a game,
makes me want to snatch my banner of pride
down, set fire to the town square and flee to hills
of ignorance for the rest of my life.
In my long and varied gaming career, I’ve had
moments of weakness when it comes to Mario.
Mostly, though, Shigeru Miyamoto and company
have done a wonderful job of presenting Mario
as an everyday common man who can achieve
the impossible solely through athletic prowess.
What I can’t seem to wrap my head around is the
nonsense that somehow Mario is a scientist that
can develop a time machine to chase down his
arch-nemesis in Bowser.
First of all, why in the hell would Bowser even
care about historical landmarks in the real world?
He can barely manage his own Keep, bumbles
through taking over the Mushroom Kingdom
that’s guarded by mushroom people and a
slightly weird “human” princess, and still hasn’t
managed to get rid of Mario who’s been a thorn
in his side for at least 25 years. Secondly, what’s
he going to do with the landmarks when he gets
them? Hide them? And, where would he hide
them? In his Keep? Please. He can’t keep the
place standing with all of the go-kart racing and
destruction from random swords crashing into it
that goes on. Finally, I get it that Mario can be anything that he wants to be if he puts his mind to it.
That’s how he can be a plumber, a race car driver,
referee and doctor all in one. But the man’s not
a scientist. Seriously, he got sucked down a pipe
and has been stuck in a strange land for nearly 30
years. If he hasn’t managed to get home by now,
he’s not going to be able to use a time machine
to fix problems. There’s no Ph.D. for that. The basic
point here is that even for a Mario game, this is
stretching the plot a little too far, and it’s pointless
drivel that makes absolutely no sense whatsoever.
In the middle of all of this ridiculous excuse
to slap Mario’s name on a game, there’s terrible
controls and a confusing interface to muddle the
situation. I do believe the game just doesn’t work
very well because I could never get to moving out

with Lyndsey
Hicks
of the hub level, let alone rescue anything. Oh,
and don’t forget that the graphics are horrible
and the music is just frightful. I didn’t think Koji
Kondo’s masterpiece that is the castle theme
from Super Mario World could be mangled in any
way until I dared sully my hands and mind playing Mario’s Time Machine.
As a child, I was given lots of leeway in deciding my play list, whether it included educational
games such as Mario is Missing or killer titles
such as Mortal Kombat. After trying to make
something work out of nothing, I think I was
better served by avoiding multiple plays of this
dreck. Just from having played it once, the town
square is burning around me and I hear a fiddle
calling my name.
Lyndsey Hicks is editor in chief of
Gaming Insurrection. She can be reached by email at
editor@gaminginsurrection.com

U.S. history plays important role in video game world
U.S. HISTORY, from PAGE 27
The rampant drug trade and bad hair
made the ‘80s a time of decadence
and excess. And Vice City is Miami, the
home of the Cocaine Cowboys and the
epicenter of it all.
4. Super Mario Bros. (1985): Two
idiots from Brooklyn that are addicted
to mushrooms somehow found themretro game corner

selves transported and trapped in a
foreign land where they’ve fought an
angry turtle in a continuous loop for
about 30 years. That’s pretty much the
Mario Bros. in a nutshell.
5. Grand Theft Auto: San Andreas
(1992): A time of ghetto fabulousness
in the LBC. If you don’t know what that
means, you missed out on life. Like, all
of it. And seriously, what is up with all
of Rockstar’s games glorifying violence

in the streets during time periods
where a lot of people got killed in gang
activities?
6. Ultimate Mortal Kombat 3 (1995):
If you go by the old games, Stryker is a
cop in New York City when Shao Kahn
opens a portal over the city and starts
killing people. I’d always assumed it
was Chicago (where original creators
Midway were located), but it’s apparently designed to be New York. Hope

nobody was just visiting, though everyone on Earth died anyway and then
was resurrected by whoever defeated
Shao Kahn. Just sayin’: Time travelers,
stay away from New York at that point
and a lot of other points, too. It ain’t the
place to be.
7. Twisted Metal Black (2001): For
the sake of simplicity, just go with the
assumption that this takes place in California. The majority of the really crazy

stuff involving death races in someone’s mind take place in California, or
so I’m told.
8. Resident Evil 6 (2013): The zombie
apocalypse is still raging, and the president gets turned and then taken out.
2013 was really a bad year for the U.S.
in general. Well, that is if you believe in
the Mayan/end of the world prophecy
and all.
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Why marketing games the right way can make, break you

H

ello everyone, and welcome to
one of what I hope will be many
a mix of factorial and some
personal experience/opinion
editorial reports to come; so,
please,bear with me. There have been
many games in the industry that have
been made with great hype, interesting
media campaigns, hell, even Super Bowl
placement all to sell to the consumer at
large as well as the gaming community.
This is done all with the hopes that they
will be able to fund their next big or,
sometimes small, idea that balloons way
the hell out of control and takes on a life
of its own. That’s where some, but yet a
small part, of the delays in release come
from. Publisher THQ could have learned
a lesson from this and known to delay
the game Homefront until it was more
than just a polished turd with a really
good story.
I say this because I was one of the
many people who bought this game
from the now-defunct developer KAOS
Studios only to discover that it wasn’t
worth the multimillion-dollar ads that
it was portrayed to be. What we (i.e.
the gaming community) actually got
was one part of a great and somewhat
original story, and an underdeveloped
multiplayer that was a badly cloned mix
of Call of Duty and Battlefield. OK, before
I go any further, I feel I should explain
the whole developer versus publisher
relationship for those who aren’t too
familiar with how it works, better known
as the consumer at large. Why do you
think developer/publisher Acclaim was
in business for so long? Not because they

William Harrison

CONTRIBUTING EDITOR
made great games; it’s because their
subsidiaries, or developers, made great
games for them.
Acclaim is now no more for the most
part because of the business practices
that lead to some of the subsidiaries

FROM THQ ...
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HOMEFRONT

— well, all of them ― to jump ship to
different publishers. It was more or
less because of the fact that as a developer/publisher, Acclaim could produce
(develop) and distribute and then sell
(publish) its own games under the label

of Acclaim using a majority of the profits
from the other developers that work
for them. Of course, they didn’t tell their
subsidiaries this; I’m guessing it was
made to look like a fine print transaction
or something similar. Hell, they might
have had the balls to be like “Oh by the
way, we’re raising the percentage rate
we make off every game sold under our
label. Tough shitzu and deal. Have a nice
day.” But that is an investigative editorial
for another time.
Hopefully, I explained the relationship well enough so that you get the
fact that just because a game has the
THQ label on it doesn’t mean that they
made the game, per se; it just made it
available for the public. They may have
had very little to do with making the
game except for putting money toward
it getting made. That doesn’t mean that
the publisher has all their money in the
right place. Take the game Warhammer 40,000: Space Marine from Games
Workshop (creator and co-developer)
and Relic Studios (developer), which is
a platformer for the consoles and PC.
When they got together to make this
game, it was one of the best platformers
I’d played in a long time. Granted, my
main love is fighting games and anything that takes longer than eight hours
to beat total play time (cough, RPGs,
cough),but I occasionally like to relax
with a Devil May Cry or a Sonic Adventure-style game where exploration is as
fun as mowing down the masses.
But I digress. The simple fact of the
matter is that some companies like to
hype games they believe will sell a lot
of copies, regardless of the fact that it

might not be finished or that it has a
great multiplayer system. Well, yes, I
know it has worked for a lot of first-person shooters like the Call of Duty series
and Battlefield as well as helping the
Medal of Honor series pick up where it
left off and make a decent game again.
Yeah, EA, that was a shot at you ... because my wrath is next upon you.
Anyway, Homefront could have been
a great game had THQ decided that the
game was ultimately not ready for release and then pushed it back to make
to make a really good game worthy of
a good single-player and multiplayer
mode that was worthwhile. Unfortunately, what we got was a shooter that
was buggy, not very good in some
aspects, and looked liked it should
have been released on PlayStation 2 or
maybe the first Xbox.
Then, you have Space Marine, which
had little-to-no hype whatsoever and
is a very solid platformer that offers
the right amount of challenge for all
players. I think the combat system is
slightly the basis for future Darksiders
titles, but I could be wrong. The bottom
line is this: Don’t try and jump in with
both feet expecting to knock it out of
the park when there more established
titles that raise the bar. In the very least,
don’t phone it in and pour money at the
problem hoping the ad campaign will
make everyone not notice how much
of a polished turd it is. Even if it is polished, it’s still a damn turd.
William Harrison is a contributing
editor for Gaming Insurrection. He can be
reached by email
editor@gaminginsurrection.com

All photos courtesy of Shacknews.com
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